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I was sitting at parent-teacher conferences 
recently, amicably chatting up some of 
my newspaper parents when the dreaded 

question came.
Their daughter is an editor, loves 

journalism and would like to do more with it, 
but she doesn’t want to work for a newspaper 
or TV outlet because it seems like a dead end 
career path. They wanted to know what else 
was out there.

A couple of years ago, that one would 
have blown my mind, but on this night, I 
was prepared for it. It’s something I’d been 
thinking about a good deal since last summer 
when I took the “Emerging Technologies” 
grad class for journalism advisers through 
MSU (great course by the way—don’t miss it 
this summer).

One of the most memorable parts of the 
class was a guest speaker visit from John 
Hill. At that time Hill was Michigan State 
University’s Director of Alumni Relations—
essentially the guy MSU grads go to when 
they want to find a new job. Hill who later 
left MSU to become Linkdin’s global guru 
for educational outreach showed us how he 
could use Linkdin to basically connect MSU 
grads with other alums in pretty much any 
workplace on the planet. It was impressive, but 

that’s another story for another day.
What really blew my mind was what Hill 

told us about his background. He started as 
a sports reporter and got into the computer 
thing by virtue of being the youngest guy 
on his publication. Starting as a young web 
guy for a basketball mag eventually led him 
to being one of the world’s most in-demand 
social media visionaries. Better yet, according 
to what he told us, what gave him an edge 
was his journalism skills—writing, reporting/
researching, communicating.

Hill’s overall point was that journalists 
possess a wider range of skills than they 
typically get credit for. Perhaps you’ve seen 
that Facebook meme that’s made the rounds—
the one about “what my parents think I do/
what the public thinks I do/what I really do.”  
What the public might not get is that what 
journalists really do is communicate—and 
these days that means being at the cutting 
edge of communications technology—
including social media. When you have those 
skills, you can do anything these days.

Case in point, Hill shared a story with us 
about a downsized journalist who parlayed 
her social media journalism skills into a six-
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BE A REPORTER |  
FIND BOTH SIDES OF THE STORY

As journalists, it’s in our nature to be skeptical. 
Our curiosity to find the answer behind the 
answer is what drew us to the profession.

So do some objective digging. 
If your administrator informs you the district 

is looking into altering the current publications 
policy, it’s not unreasonable to ask what prompted 
the move.

Additionally, before assuming the worst, ask 
what the district’s specific goals are.

There’s a good chance the rationale for the 
policy update has less to do with a specific article 
you’ve already published and more fear of possibly 
publishing something in the future that could 
potentially be litigious. 

If, however, the drive for policy change is 
based on a specific published story, take another 
look at it. Odds are there was a compelling, 
important and appropriate journalistic reason 
for publication. If, however, the story exceeded 
journalistic or ethical bounds, what steps did 
you take afterward? How was this turned into a 
teachable moment? Was this an isolated incident 
in the five, 10, 20 or 75 year history of the 
publication? If you don’t know, find out.

 Regardless of reason, the more information 
you can gather, the better your shot at gaining a 

seat at the table when your publications policy is 
revised.

If you Google NEOLA, you won’t find much — 
at least, not at first. So, to save you the time, here’s 
what you need to know:

NEOLA is a policy consulting group, 
made up of former school administrators and 
superintendents, whose expertise is in providing 
— for a fees ranging into the thousands of dollars 
—individualized school policies designed to 
mitigate and prevent lawsuits. Therefore, many 
– but not all — of their suggested publications 
policies appear designed to limit a district’s 
exposure to potential legal action.

In layman’s terms, some of their policies look 
to mute or prevent coverage of many of the stories 
that make your publication great — stories that 
provide the authentic journalistic experience for a 
high school student and stories protected by U.S. 
Supreme Court precedent.

Don’t assume your administrators know the 
restrictive nature of these policies. Because your 
background includes journalistic training, these 
restrictions may be easier to spot with your eye.

Once you gather information…

REACH OUT FOR HELP
Your first call — if you haven’t already made 

it — should be to the Student Press Law Center. 

Here’s the number:  (703) 807-1904.
When I first learned about interest in a 

NEOLA-based policy for my district, I contacted 
SPLC Executive Director Frank LoMonte. 
LoMonte and the SPLC are well versed in 
NEOLA, and can be a terrific resource. Within 
hours, LoMonte emailed five articles, essays and 
examples of legal challenges to student free speech 
rights.

Don’t be afraid to ask nearby advisers for 
copies of their district’s publications policies. 
Aim for districts with similar demographics, or 
districts yours is known to follow or emulate. 

And, of course, contact MIPA.
Once your information is gathered…

FIND A SEAT AT THE TABLE
In Birmingham I’ve been pretty lucky. I’ll be 

the first to admit it. 
My administration  — especially building 

administration — has been incredibly supportive 
of the Seaholm Highlander, my students and of 
me, as adviser. Much of the credit we earn as a 
publication is due to the respect and freedom they 
give my students. 

So when they began the policy rewriting 
process, they made an effort to include my 

Please see NEOLA, page 8

NEOLA

By Ben Harwood

An Opportunity 
to Protect

Photo by Dylan Dulberg

S
o your administration is considering a new 
publications policy written by the Northeast 
Ohio Learning Association (NEOLA) and it 

mentions prior review, limited purpose forums and 
restricted coverage. Before you start envisioning 
the neutering of your content, depleted enrollment 
numbers and the death of your program, take heart – 
there is a way to turn this situation to your advantage. 
Believe it or not, this could become an opportunity 
to protect – perhaps even expand – your students’ 
free speech rights and include your staff in the policy 
writing process. That’s what happened in my district 
– Birmingham Public Schools – where our NEOLA-
prompted rewrite became a hands-on, student-led, 
six month process to co-write a student publications 
policy. 

The policy, adopted by our school board last May, 
was crafted by the district’s deputy superintendent, two 
school board members, building administrators, the 
newspaper advisers from both high schools and – most 
importantly – the editorial boards from the Seaholm 
Highlander and Groves Scriptor student newspapers. 
The board-presented policy eliminated NEOLA’s 
suggested administrative prior review, expanded 
NEOLA’s suggested scope of coverage and amended 
NEOLA’s view of the role of a limited purpose public 
forum. Our success followed these steps. With luck, 
yours can too:
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heryl Pell assists with judging.

Judging
  Day

ONE OF THE MOST REWARDING EVENTS OF THE YEAR FOR MIPA STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS.

JUDGES AT WORK

It’s been eye-opening for me as an adviser 

to see what else is out there in high school 

journalism around the state. I’ve learned some 

things, definitely,  I’ve also picked up on some 

pointers of what I need to EMPHASIZE with 

my kids a little more that I haven’t been doing. 

It’s been a learning experience.

     Heather Koch, adviser at 
Wayne Memorial HS, 

on her first time judging

We’re getting a lot of schools that 

want to enter VIDEO stuff now and 

they don’t traditionally have 

video or broadcast programs. 

Were seeing a lot of students 

who come in with lower-end 

cameras but they’re still able to 

tell a really good story using really 

simple tools.
Jeremy Whiting, 

New Media Chair, 
on new trends in video

I think the BEST part of Judging 

Day is you get the input of all these 

people, who are all video teachers or 

involved with video some way 

professionally...with their criticism of 

our program or of our students’ work, 

we can improve our program 

and we can get more ideas .

 Diane Herder, 
 Broadcast Chair
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ADVISER 
  WATCH

ADVISER WATCH

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0sdKOnsPto

My wife is the High School newspaper advisor and 
she indicated that MIPA would be a way to further the 
student’s experience with media and technology.

TELL US ABOUT ABOUT YOUR WORK 
WITH VIDEO

HOW DID YOU END UP IN AN 
ADVISING POSITION?

Our MIPA participation stems from a class that we 
created a few years ago as an incentive for some of 
our advanced students. The class is the Advanced 
Media Production class. Our responsibilities include 
taking care  of many Web pages on our school 
website, an online newspaper and a bi-weekly 
student newscast.

WHAT IS THE BEST PART ABOUT 
YOUR JOB?

The best part of teaching is the opportunity to watch 
students grow and learn and get excited about that 
process. The best part of teaching Middle School 
is the opportunity to really make a difference in a 
students life from a academic standpoint, as well as 
from a personal growth perspective. The best part 
of teaching AMP? The class is a blast and EVERY 
student loves the class.

WHAT IS IT LIKE WORKING WITH 
THE STUDENTS?

Working with students in general is always a satisfying 
experience. Working with my AMP students is 
especially gratifying because they feel a lot of pride 
being ABLE to be responsible for a lot of our 
school’s Web pages.
 

WHAT BROUGHT YOU TO MIPA?

My proudest moment is always the same. I love to 
have parents tell me that AMP, or any other class 
of mine, is their son/daughters favorite class and 
that’s all they talk about.

WHAT IS YOUR PROUDEST MOMENT AS 
A TEACHER/ADVISER?

This past year, we were looking for another way to 
put out weekly/bi-weekly newscast, so we looked 
at a few apps for our iPad and came up with iMovie 
and Splice. These two apps have worked well for 
us, and it has allowed us to quickly get things to 
YouTube and out to our audience.

CHECK OUT A NEWSCAST 
ON YOUTUBE:

Schau works with one of his students on a video.

Q & A WITH AN ADVISER

WHO 

Kenneth Schau

WHAT 

Teacher and Adviser

WHERE

Sturgis Middle School

ADVISES  

Trojan Times Jr., an 

online newspaper 

Photo by Megan Schlabach

QUESTIONS BY JENNIFER BIS
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students. We gladly accepted.
Hopefully, you are able to share a similar relationship with your 

administration.
If not, perhaps you can show them this column to prove to them that 

this type of relationship is possible.
Regardless of whether or not the invitation is extended, you’ll need 

to find a way to be an active participant in the policy 
writing process.
Volunteer to be part of the committee. Speak at school board meetings. 
Write a letter — not an email, a letter — to your principal, superinten-
dent and your school board. Be polite, but persistent.

Highlight the educational value of student input on a district policy. 
Detail the potential teachable moments.

And once you get your foot in the door, make sure you… 

GET YOUR STAFF INVOLVED
One of the toughest parts of the NEOLA rewrite process is 

explaining it to your students.
Before you do this, really know what you want to say. Your students 

follow your lead   — both educationally and emotionally. While you don’t 
want to bury the lead, you certainly don’t want to cause a panic either.

Additionally, it’s only natural that some staffers or editors may feel 
guilty or angry — that this policy is a direct result of something they 
did.

Be honest, be straight with the students, and present a clear plan 
of action. Tell them what you know and how you plan to proceed. The 
more calm and collected you are, the more focused your class will be.

It’s essential that your students take an active role from here on out. 
They’re the ones who need to be the face of the paper, not you. When 
you send the letters to the brass, make sure they follow suit.

Of course, the trick here is in the message. The better you explain 
the need for their involvement, the better your response. They are 
immensely important to your publications policy’s success — they need 
to know that.

And once your staff is involved…

GET YOUR SCHOOL BOARD INVOLVED
This would be a good time to, in the nicest way possible, remind 

your school board that your school’s publication is your information 
ambassador to the public. Reputations can be made (or burst) based 
upon the quality and content of the paper.

We’ve run controversial stories here at Seaholm, and we’ve been 

threatened with lawsuits (but never sued). Student journalists here have 
been granted the opportunity to tackle difficult stories with challenging 
— and sometimes less than flattering – issues, but they know they don’t 
have carte blanche to print wild, unattributed and libelous stories.

The information they’ve uncovered in some of those stories has led 
to community dialogue and even change.

But what your school board — and your community — may 
appreciate more is the opportunity for recognition and awards that often 
follows reporters’ dedication to going after the tough stories.

Highlander staff members have been fortunate to win more than 
20 individual MIPA Newspaper Awards each of the last three years. 
Additionally, nearly a dozen former staffers now write for or edit their 
college newspapers.

In a “Waiting For Superman” era where public schools have taken 
a beating, districts love to trumpet the success of its programs (and 
rightfully so).

If you’re still looking for help…

CULTIVATE ALLIES AND GET THE PROS INVOLVED
There’s a good chance the reporters and editors at your local papers 

got their start at their high school papers. If you haven’t asked them for 
advice, or perhaps to write a letter of support, now would be a good 
time.

And once you have your allies…

PACK A LUNCH
This is going to take a while. Don’t expect your policy to be 

finalized after only one meeting. Be patient and prepare for a long, but 
productive, process.

Once you start formulating a policy…

PAY ATTENTION TO THE DETAILS
You’re not a lawyer, but with the Student Press Law Center (SPLC), 

you have access to one. If the language in a paragraph seems vague – or 
opens the door to potential trouble — don’t be afraid to ask questions 
and voice your concerns. At the very least, have an SPLC legal expert 
take a look.

Be patient and involved every step of the way, but let your kids lead.
Our policy went through five drafts and edits before we finalized it, 

so nothing will be perfect right away.
It likely won’t be easy, but your policy could be rewarding and 

ultimately a series of valuable teachable moments.
Good luck. 

NEOLA

Continued from NEOLA, page 3

figure salary tweeting and blogging about local businesses. It was a prime 
example of a journalist’s skill set being of value in other arenas.

My kids are starting to see this too. During a recent visit from one of 
our more successful alums, I saw a senior reporter was totally engaged. 
I knew she had no plans to pursue journalism beyond high school, 
although she’s more than talented enough. I also know she’s deeply 
religious and does a ton of mission work and volunteer work at local 
Catholic charities. 

After the presentation, I asked her what she planned to do with 
her life.

“I’m not sure,” she said.
“Ever think about running a charity like LOVE INC.?”
“Yeah—that would be awesome.”
“Can you see how these sorts of journalism and reporting skills could 

help you track down donors and publicize your events.”
Right about then the light bulb went on.
And they keep going on. Our news editor is headed to Rose-Hulman 

to pursue an engineering degree. He’s now looking to find a way to 
incorporate journalism into that—perhaps writing for a science or 
engineering magazine. As he puts it, it will make him more marketable 
and, heck, it’s a lot of fun.

A former editor-in-chief just had a second interview for a summer 
internship with one of the largest insurance firms in America—part of 
her appeal is in the skills she’s learned as a journalist.

These stories are just the start. It seems like a couple of years ago, all 
I heard was journalism was a dying field. Turns out it just might be a 
growth area in ways that we can’t even imagine.

I can’t wait to tell the next parent that asks about it.
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